
DRUM UNLOADING STATION 



DRUM UNLOADING STATION FOR IMMERSED PUMP

Wheel-mounted pneumatic station suitable for emptying conical and cylindrical 

Structure, designed for use with the long version piston pump, with the inlet im-

mersed and no scraper plate. It is suitable for handling low viscosity liquids.

Complete with pneumatic control panel for quick and easy control of pump move-

ment.

The machine can be run by a single operator

SIZES

Four available sizes:

N.B.: Flow rates refer to products with a viscosity of 1.000 cP

OPTIONAL

- HCR (High corrosion resistance) pneumatic cylinder.

DRUM UNLOADING STATION WITH TURNTABLE

Pneumatic station with turntable, suitable for emptying four drums a 

Structure designed for use with the long version piston pump, with 

immersed inlet.

so that they can be positioned under the pump in quick succession.

Complete with pneumatic control panel for quick and easy control of 

pump movement.

The machine can be run by a single operator

SIZES

OPTIONAL

- HCR (High corrosion resistance) pneumatic cylinder.

Two available sizes:

N.B.: Flow rates refer to products with a viscosity of 
1.000 cP



DRUM UNLOADING STATION WITH SCRAPER PLATE

Drum unloading station suitable for emptying conical and cylindrical drums with 

The machine cycles are managed by an electro-pneumatic panel with PLC.

The presence of electro-magnetic sensors guarantees the stop of the pump once the 

drum has been emptied and its return on top position.

The pump is equipped with a scraper plate to guarantee complete emptying of the 

drum.

The structure includes an adjustable drum-pump centring system.

Suitable for high viscosity products such as double-triple tomato concentrate and 

fruit purées.

The machine can be run by a single operator.

SIZES

Four available sizes:

N.B.: Flow rates refer to products with a viscosity of 1.000 cP

OPTIONAL

- HCR (High corrosion resistance) pneumatic cylinder.

- Possibility to manage the emptying cycle in remote mode.

Wheel-mounted pneumatic station suitable for emptying conical and cylindrical 

Structure, designed for use with the long version piston pump, with the inlet im-

Complete with pneumatic control panel for quick and easy control of pump move-

SMALL BUCKET UNLOADING STATION

Wheel-mounted pneumatic station suitable for handling small buckets.

The machine's work cycles are managed by an electro-pneumatic panel with PLC.

The pump is equipped with a scraper plate to guarantee complete emptying of the 

bucket. The presence of electro-magnetic sensors guarantees the stop of the pump's 

stroke once the bucket has been emptied and its return on top position.

Ideal for high viscosity products such as chocolate, confectioner's 

creams, dairy products and jam.

Correct positioning of the bucket is guaranteed by a locking 

system incorporated in the structure.

SIZES

Three available sizes:

N.B.: Flow rates refer to products with a viscosity of 1.000 cP

OPTIONAL

- HCR (High corrosion resistance) pneumatic cylinder.

 - Possibility to manage the emptying cycle in remote mode.



The machine's work cycles are managed by an electro-pneumatic panel with PLC.

The pump is equipped with a scraper plate to guarantee complete emptying of the 

bucket. The presence of electro-magnetic sensors guarantees the stop of the pump's 

Ideal for high viscosity products such as chocolate, confectioner's 

Correct positioning of the bucket is guaranteed by a locking 

OPTIONAL

- HCR (High corrosion resistance) pneumatic cylinder.

- Support base.

- Possibility to manage the emptying cycle in remote   

mode.

SIZES

Three available sizes:

N.B.: Flow rates refer to products with a viscosity 
of 1.000 cP

DRUM UNLOADING STATION WITH DUAL-ARTICULATION ARM

Pneumatic station with dual-articulation arm suitable for conical and 

The machine's work cycles are managed by an electro-pneumatic 

panel with PLC.

The pump is equipped with a scraper plate to guarantee optimal 

emptying of the drum. The presence of electro-pneumatic sensors 

guarantees the stop of the pump's stroke once the drum has been 

emptied and its return on top position.

It can empty groups of 4 - 8 drums positioned on pallets.

The machine can be run by a single operator

Ideal for high viscosity products such as double-tri-

ple tomato concentrate and fruit purées.



MIXING BOWL UNLOADING STATION

Vertical trolley designed for emptying mixing bowls with diameter up to 

The machine's work cycles are managed by an electro-pneumatic panel with 

PLC.

The structure includes an adjustable bowl-pump centring system.

bottom of the bowl to ensure complete emptying.

The machine can be run by a single operator

The presence of electro-magnetic sensors guarantees the stop 

of the pump's stroke once the bowl has been emptied and its 

return on top position.

SIZES

Three available sizes:

N.B.: Flow rates refer to products with a viscosity of 
1.000 cP

OPTIONAL

- HCR (High corrosion resistance) pneumatic cylinder.

-  Possibility to manage the emptying cycle in remote mode.

LARGE MIXING BOWL UNLOADING STATION

Structure designed for emptying mixing bowls with diameter exceeding 

The machine's work cycles are managed by an electro-pneumatic panel with 

PLC.

Movement of the pump is controlled by two pneumatic cylinders to guarantee 

equal distribution of the thrust over the extended surface of the plate.

The structure includes an adjustable bowl-pump centring system.

bottom of the bowl to ensure complete emptying.

The machine can be run by a single operator

The presence of electro-magnetic sensors guarantees the 

stop of the pump's stroke once the bowl has been emptied 

and its return on top position.

SIZES

Two available sizes:

N.B.: Flow rates refer to products with a viscosity of 
1.000 cP

OPTIONAL

- HCR (High corrosion resistance) pneumatic cylinders.

- Possibility to manage the emptying cycle in remote mode.
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